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Abstract

Language testers and educational measurement practitioners operate within two frames of reference: norm-referenced (NRT) and criterion-referenced testing (CRT). The former underpins the world of large-scale standardized testing that prioritizes variability and comparison. The latter supports substantive score meaning in formative and domain specific assessment. It has recently been claimed that the criterion-referenced enterprise is all but dead; its one legacy being the way in which test results are communicated (Davidson, 2012, p. 198). In this article, we argue that the announcement of the demise of CRT is premature. But we acknowledge that what for the most part passes as CRT is in fact not criterion-referenced, and is based upon a corruption of the original meaning of “criterion” as domain-specific performance. This distortion took place when NRT co-opted the term “standard” to serve as a rationale for the measurement enterprise of establishing cut-scores to retrofit NR tests with meaning derived from external scales. We argue that this is not CRT, and the true heirs of the CRT movement in applied linguistics are researchers who base test design in the careful analysis of construct and content in domain specific communication.

1. Definitions

The term “criterion-referenced testing” was first used by Glaser in a series of publications in the early 1960s. The term was used to distinguish a newly conceptualised frame of reference from the existing “norm-referenced testing” (Glaser, 1963). As Glaser (1994a, p. 9) later put it, “…there was a need for development of proficiency instruments which assessed performance, not in terms of how an individual compared with other individuals, but with respect to how adequately he or she had attained the level of competence required for system operation.” The machinery of norm-referenced testing had been evolving since the mid-19th Century, which Edgeworth (1888, p. 626) correctly described as “a species of sortition”. Tests were the tools society had designed to rank order individuals for the purpose of decision making, usually for employment or certification. The technology that made test use possible was the curve of normal distribution. The ability of test designers to create items with maximum variance and high discrimination spread the test-taking population out in such a way that the position of any individual could be compared with the proportion of the population gaining a lower or higher score (Fulcher, 2010, pp. 35 – 42).

Norm-referenced tests and the interpretation of NRT scores are premised on the twin concepts of sortition and comparison, through procedures that establish the relative position of each member of the population. This requires levels of score variability in the test taking population not required in CRT (Popham & Husek, 1964), whereas the central insight of CRT is “…referencing a test to descriptions of achievement or proficiency” (Glaser, 1994a, p. 10). Glaser (1963, p. 519) says “What I shall call criterion-referenced measures depend upon an absolute standard of quality, while what I term norm-referenced measures depend upon a relative standard.” The word “standard” here is problematic, given its current use. Glaser used it interchangeably with the term “criterion”, by which
he meant actual performance in real-world activities. It is not coincidental that the first reference to criterion-referenced testing was in the context of systems operation, where judgments had to be made about the readiness of trainees to operate machinery or conduct specific tasks within a complex process (Glaser and Klaus, 1962). The problem that CRT addressed was whether test takers could do things, rather than their relative standing in a population.

The meaning of the CRT test score is therefore absolute, in that it indicates whether the test taker meets the criterion, and perhaps how well it is met. The notion of item/task discrimination is still relevant, but it pertains to distinguishing between those who have genuinely met the criterion and those who have not. However, item/test variance becomes largely irrelevant (Millman & Popham, 1974). In educational contexts this is particularly pertinent, as it is expected that in successful curriculum-related achievement tests the majority of students will attain the educational goals that are set, and being taught.

While the definitions of criterion-referenced assessment in the literature differ from source to source (Brown and Hudson, 2002, pp. 3 – 4), the central tenet is clear. As Millman (1972, p. 278) puts it, “Although test experts do not agree on a single definition of criterion referenced tests, all variants have in common their emphasis, in interpretation, on what a child can do relative to the subject matter of the test.”

2. The Corruption of “Criterion”

Establishing a cut score on a test was not part of the original concept of CRT (Glaser, 1994a, p. 10). It was Mager (1962) who first introduced the notion of cut scores for mastery (see discussion in Glass, 2011), after which the term “criterion” was reinterpreted as a “cut score” on a test that represented having achieved the required “standard”. This corruption of the meaning of a term is critical to the move away from the core goals of CRT towards modern “standards-based” assessment, with its external scales and accountability agenda (Hudson, 2012). Instead of trying to define successful performance in a specified domain, attention shifted to the psychometric problem of establishing cut-scores. For example, in their discussion of CRT Hambleton and Novick (1973) focus entirely on cut-scores, and state that the entire problem of CRT is to establish that any observed score on a test is really greater than the cut-score. Such a radical reinterpretation could only have been made by psychometricians from an NRT frame of reference, with little interest in content. In applied linguistics – and language testing - the original meaning of “criterion” is retained. Bachman (1990 p.75), for instance, clearly states:

“...It is important to point out that it is this level of ability or domain of content that constitutes the criterion, and not the setting of a cut-off score for making decisions. The definition of a criterion level or domain and the setting of a cut-off score for a given decision are two quite distinct issues. It is quite possible to develop and use a CR test without explicitly setting a cut-off score” (italics in the original).

The educational measurement literature is replete with references to the use of CRTs to assess whether individuals have met “instructional objectives”, on the assumption that these are easily defined and listed. Typical of these myopic views of education is this quotation from (Hambleton and Novick (1973, p. 160) “…test information is usually used immediately to evaluate the student’s mastery of the instructional objectives covered in the test, so as to locate him appropriately for his next instruction.” This is primarily because measurement experts wish to describe mastery as the proportion of items a test taker can answer correctly from the Universe of items that defines a learning objective. This may be a useful fiction for statisticians, but has little relevance for the language teacher. Horne (1984, p. 155) rightly argues that a purely psychometric approach focused
on cut-scores “masks the quality of response”. Glass (2011, pp. 233 - 234) is therefore correct in his view that the conflation of meaning between the two terms “criterion” and “standard” was driven by the interests of psychometrics:

“The evolution of the meaning of ‘criterion’ in criterion-referenced tests is, in fact, a case study in confusion and corruption of meaning” (Glass, 2011, p. 234).

In much modern language testing this corruption has been uncritically accepted. It is widely assumed that particular scores on tests act as “cuts” between levels of mastery that are defined by external “criteria” or “standards”. The external standards are usually stated in terms of behavioural objectives. These may be educational taxonomies (Marzano and Kendall, 2007) or language function taxonomies (Council of Europe, 2001); but they remain abstract statements of “standards” that may or may not be relevant to a particular decision context. Unfortunately, the use of such external standards has become common practice in CRT (Berk, 1980, p. 5), reducing the problem to conducting standard-setting (or “linking/mapping”) studies, between test scores and the relevant external standard (e.g., establishing a cut-score on an existing test to describe having achieved level B2, because B2 is the level required for University entry by political mandate; see Fulcher, 2010, pp. 244 – 248). The corruption is so thorough that even when language specialists call for increased attention to content validity and domain representativeness, the recourse is to a-priori or measurement driven models, rather than frameworks established on the basis of criterion definition (Chalhoub-Deville, 2009; Fulcher et al., 2011).

The assessment tools that we get as a result turn out to be what Hambleton et al. (1978, p. 3) refer to (approvingly) as “objectives-referenced tests”, in that they do not relate at all to a particular domain of inference, but to abstract lists of objectives to be attained by learners. Hambleton et al. treat all criterion-referenced tests as objectives-referenced, and argue that norm-referenced tests may be given criterion-referenced meaning if specific test items can be matched to individual objectives. This has generated a significant amount of psychometric research that aims to retrofit norm-referenced language tests with criterion-referenced meaning, from rule-space methodology (Tatsuoka and Buck, 1998) to fusion theory (Jang, 2009), none of which has been successful when dealing with complex constructs such as language competence (Alderson, 2010). Providing substantive meaning to test scores requires validation by design, rather than validation by retrofit (Fulcher, 2013a). This assumes that we are able to provide descriptions of the domains to which test scores make predictions, and which provide the data for test design.

3. Domain Description

It has frequently been suggested that there is no strict line to be drawn between NRT and CRT (Bachman, 1990, p. 76), as CR tests may be normed using test takers who vary in ability with regard to the criterion, and NR tests may be retrofitted with CRT interpretations. Even advocates of CRT such as Popham (1976, p. 593) argues against a “toss the rascals out” strategy, in favour of incorporating normative data when “how well” questions are asked in addition to “what can they do?”

However, this merger cannot be pushed too far. For scores to carry CR meaning test specifications must incorporate a description of the theory or performance data that supports rich score inferences (Davidson, 2012). It may be the case that some NRT-type activities go on during the process of CRT domain description. The applied linguistic work to describe what language is used to perform domain-related tasks, the discourse structure of interactions, communication strategies and pragmatics, is complex. It may require studying the performance of participants known to be successful, borderline, and weak. One example is the analysis of the performance of potential air
traffic controllers, with the aim of making judgments regarding ability to perform tasks in a high stakes environment. But the purpose of the comparison is not to produce a test that rank orders. The purpose is to define minimum competence in relation to specific tasks, such that false positive results are minimized. Unlike NRT, the CRT approach has grown out of work-based assessment. Yerkes (1920, pp. 382 – 385) describes the process of developing the army “trade tests” during the First World War, in which the first step was an analysis of the tasks carried out in specific jobs in order to define “…the elements of skill and information and judgment which combine to constitute real proficiency” (ibid., 382). Interviews were also carried out with expert practitioners to discover what levels of skill were needed for successful performance. This domain analysis fed directly into the creation of prototype tests that were piloted in group difference studies (Fulcher, 2012, pp. 380 – 381). There is evidence that a similar process was followed to develop the individual English test for conscripts whose first language was not English (Yerkes, 1921, p. 355), although the group (NRT) test was not based on an analysis of military language. Rather, the score ranges that approximated to certain levels of performance on the individual test were established using correlational techniques (an early version of today’s “mapping/linking” exercises). It is therefore not surprising that Glaser first considered the notion of CRT in the context of workplace assessment, with specific reference to human-machine interface and efficiency (Glaser and Klaus, 1962). They argued:

“A machinist can be categorized as an apprentice, a journeyman, or a master at his trade. The specific behaviors implied by each of these levels of proficiency can be identified and used to describe the specific tasks an individual must be capable of performing before he achieves one of these skill levels. It is in this sense that measures of proficiency can be criterion-referenced .... Measures which assess performance in terms of a criterion standard thus provide information as to the degree of competence attained which is independent of the performance of others” (ibid., 422).

From this quotation is can clearly be seen that CRT assumes a proficiency continuum that is broken down into meaningful categories in terms of what a person can do. What becomes critical is the identification of those behaviours which mark minimum proficiency for the successful completion of tasks in the real world. Horne (1984, p. 158) correctly identifies the description of the continuum of learning and the identification of the level of minimal proficiency for the assessment context as the major challenge of CRT (although the smaller the number of categories used, the better in CRT).

![Figure 1. Horne’s CRT Model](image)

In language testing, domain definition is somewhat more complex, for even in highly specific domains the range of language functions and tasks can be very large. However, it is not impossible. Discourse analysis may be used to delineate the constructs that are required to complete key domain tasks (Fulcher et al. 2011), or the constructs may be operationalized through the careful development of theory (Svalberg, 2009). Sampling tasks from the domain then becomes an empirical
matter of prototyping test tasks to discover which options successfully elicit performances/responses that can be scored using data-driven rating instruments. These observed scores are much more likely to be indicative of a “domain score” (Haladyna and Roid, 1983), which has generalizable meaning beyond the immediate context of assessment.

4. Uses of CR Tests

CR Tests are useful in contexts where it is not important to discriminate between individuals for selection purposes. Their primary utility lies in assessing learning, particularly as achievement tests; providing individualized diagnostic learning; and in assessing language for specific purposes, primarily where minimum competency needs to be established for working environments.

4.1 Assessing Learning

CR tests are ideally suited for use in classroom assessment, and CRT the theoretical basis for the Assessment for Learning movement, and Dynamic Assessment (Fulcher, 2010, pp. 79 – 81). While comparisons between groups who differ on the criterion provide strong validation evidence, it is not a requirement that such variability should occur when the test is taken. That is, if learning has taken place, we both expect and hope that all test-takers will do well. Indeed, it could be argued that CRT is based on a fundamentally different philosophy from NRT, where by definition 50% of the population will be below average. For in CRT everyone can in principle meet the criterion and be classed as successful. It is therefore not at all surprising that CRT appeals to educators (Hambleton, 1994, p. 22).

In a learning context the primary purpose is to measure achievement. This is done through specifying carefully what skills and abilities contribute to mastery. Glaser (1994b) summarizes group difference studies that were conducted in order to investigate how masters and novices differed in their responses to criterion-referenced test tasks in a general educational setting. He suggests that masters have the following characteristics:

(a) Structured coherent knowledge: the ability to store chunks of information to which they relate new information.
(b) Proceduralized knowledge: ability to apply knowledge to problem solving rather than just recalling it.
(c) Skilled memory and automaticity: the knowledge base is accessed automatically, leaving memory free to work on new problems.
(d) Effective problem representation: the ability to build a model of the problem from which inferences and solutions may be formed.
(e) Self-regulatory skills: the ability to monitor problem solving and question weak or improbable solutions.

In a language context, Fulcher et al. (2011) argue that learners who function successfully in service encounter environments are able to:

(a) Realize the discourse structure of the service encounter.
(b) Manage communication boundaries in unequal power relationships.
(c) Establish rapport through the use of appropriate pragmatic and strategic language uses.

The linguistic realizations are enumerated, and examples from performance data provided. It is this careful definition that leads to diagnostic usefulness in assessment. Indeed, the role of corrective feedback in learning processes that is central to the Assessment for Learning movement was
recognized early on as one of the main uses of information from CRTs. Block (1971, p. 294) referred to this as “optimal feedback/correction” that enhances learning through an increase in language awareness (Svalberg, 2007). Feedback in classroom assessment therefore may not involve grades, which are for rank ordering, but statements of achievement and what is to be learned next to move beyond the current level of proficiency; or the use of checklists that mark off the acquisition of contributory skills to successful domain performance (Millman (1972, p. 280).

4.2 Language for Specific Purpose Assessment

CRT is especially relevant when developing language tests for specific purposes, especially those designed to certify readiness for practice in fields such as aviation, medicine, or engineering (Douglas, 2000, pp. 15 – 16). The logic of CRT is both simple and compelling. A language test for nurses should be grounded in an analysis of the tasks undertaken by nurses, the communication that takes place in those tasks, and the linguistic realizations of the specific communicative purposes. It is not appropriate to use a NR test constructed for some other purpose, using evidence from a standard-setting procedure to retrofit that test with additional meaning through the imposition of a cut-score for nurses. Such approaches violate the principles of validation, and are likely to attract litigation when poor decisions are made (Fulcher, 2013b). CR meaning must be introduced during the test design and construction phase, not as a post-hoc activity.

5. Test Design and Construction

5.1 Selection of Test Items

In NRT items are piloted and selected for their efficiency in discriminating between individual test takers. This is done using item facility and discrimination indices. In CRT this is undesirable. Rather, tasks or items are selected on the basis of whether they discriminate between groups of learners who are masters and those who are not (group difference studies), or between the same learners before and after a teaching (intervention studies). The aim is to maximize the sensitivity of the items to differences between successful and unsuccessful language users, or the effects educational interventions. Ideally, most tasks/items should be answered incorrectly prior to an intervention, and correctly following an intervention. The CRT notion of discrimination links the test construction method closely with teaching objectives (Glaser and Klaus, 1962, p. 427).

5.2 Criteria, Standards, and Scales

“Achievement measurement can be defined as the assessment of criterion behavior; this involves the determination of the characteristics of student performance with respect to specific standards” (Glaser, 1983, p. 519).

With the warning above regarding the meaning of the term “standard”, we can now elaborate on the application of the criterion in practice. A CR test score according to Glaser is to be interpreted as mastery of a particular task from a specified domain, or the achievement of some skill or ability on a learning continuum. We have argued that what distinguishes a CR test from an NR test, despite similarities, is the requirement for a CR test to define and operationalize the criterion.

Glaser and Klaus (1962, pp. 433 – 434) list rating scales and checklists as appropriate tools for scoring performances on domain relevant tasks. The former specify the learning continuum and a mastery point, while the latter enumerate critical behaviours essential to successful task completion. The earliest attempts to design language rating scales that had an empirically founded link between descriptors and observable spoken discourse required the speakers to be at least rank ordered
according to an abstract notion of proficiency prior to the analysis of criteria that would adequately separate them (Fulcher, 1993; 1996). With reference to Fulcher’s work, Pollit and Murray (1996) also demonstrated the requirement of rank ordering in order to investigate the criteria used by raters to sort speech samples. Scoring systems that are genuinely criterion referenced are now based either on the direct description of domain specific language production (e.g. Fulcher, et al. 2011), or the reports of what raters pay attention to in making decisions (e.g. Turner, 2000). Both of these approaches are data-driven, but only the former engages with the description of performance. Rating schemes that rely on performance analysis are therefore the heirs of CRT theory, and meet the validation challenges set out for CR tests:

> “The degree of validity in a proficiency measure is a function of the difficulties which exist in identifying, quantifying, selecting, and weighting the behaviors to be assessed” Glaser and Klaus (1962, p. 441).

Recent developments in rating scale theory in Fulcher et al. (2011) propose the use of performance decisions trees (PDTs) that embody definitions of successful domain specific performance, and require raters to make decisions about a test-taker’s ability to realize a range of linguistic, discourse, and pragmatic abilities deemed critical to that domain. By structuring production features in this way, PDTs also fulfil another important role of CR measurement: the potential for providing diagnostic information. Thus, by designing the scoring and reporting models in relation to domain specific inferences, effect-driven testing is achieved: the explicit process of test design with its effect on learning in mind (see also Millman, 1970).

5.3 Task Types and Content Validation

Psychometricians have generally been unable to break away from using NRT type items in CR tests, because their understanding of a “domain” is limited to an exhaustive list of all possible tasks that make up the domain. For example, Linn (1980) assumes that content validity is achieved through random sampling of items that together exhaust the domain definition. All examples are drawn from very narrow areas of basic mathematics. As soon as he turns to reading, the only example that works is a cloze test in which there is an assumption that an ability to complete the blanks correctly is a direct measure of comprehension, and that all possible alternative forms will be construct equivalent. Similarly, the illustrations provided by Haladyna and Roid (1983, p. 271) include “all items testing integer addition in the form, i + j = k” from mathematics, and “pronunciation of the 5000 most frequently occurring words in English-language textbooks”. The latter is not problematized at all, either in terms of the rationale for the selection of the textbooks, the number of words, the usefulness of pronunciation for any particular purpose, or the relevance to specific communicative contexts. Glass is surely correct when he observes that in such definitions we have

> “…pseudoquantification, a meaningless application of numbers to a question not prepared for quantitative analysis. A teacher, or psychologist, or linguist simply cannot set meaningful standards of performance for activities as imprecisely defined as ‘spelling correctly words called out during an examination’” (Glass, 2011, p. 229)

CRT drew attention to what we have only so far alluded to – the importance of content validation for the description and selection of task types that do not under-represent the domain, and which allow extrapolation of score meaning from performance on test tasks to the external domain. As Cronbach (1970, p. 509) observed, “demands for content validity have suddenly become insistent...for data that describe learners rather than rank them; the art of test construction has so far not coped very well with these demands.” What we need is a description of the communicative domain and the
range of tasks and genres that define that domain. Glaser and Klaus’ understanding of content is much more useful in language testing:

“The adequacy of a proficiency test depends upon the extent to which it satisfactorily samples the universe of behaviors which constitute criterion performance. In this sense, a test instrument is said to have content validity; the greater the degree to which the test requires performance representative of the defined universe, the greater is its content validity” (Glaser and Klaus, 1962, p. 435; emphasis in the original).

The re-emergence of content concerns (e.g. Lissitz, 2009) in educational measurement is not coincidental. It echoes the rediscovery in language testing of the intimate connection between context and communication (Fulcher et al., 2011); and while construct validation remains of critical importance, the suppression of content issues that seemed so obvious at the end of the 20th century (see Fulcher, 1999) is no longer such a certainty. In CRT, construct validation requires specifying the abilities and processes involved in the domains to which we wish to predict. For example, Haertel (1985) argues that it is only possible to operationalize the construct of “functional literacy” with reference to a specific domain description (the kinds of texts to be read), the context of reading, and the kinds of responses expected as a result of reading these texts. Similarly, with reference to learning to communicate in a military setting, Cartier argued that

“The theory requires that the test environment and circumstances approximate those of the work situation, which, for our students, may be a technical school, a maintenance hangar, an aircraft at 40,000 feet, sometimes even somewhere ten fathoms deep. Those circumstances are pretty hard to duplicate, but it may be possible to set up situations in which the student must understand and respond in English under distractions and psychological pressure” (Cartier, 1968, p. 28).

Specifying performance conditions for task types may be critical in many CR tests, and can push the task designer away from closed response items towards more open ended simulation-type tasks (Glaser, 1994b). However, this raises three problems that are not faced in traditional NR tests.

Firstly, as the tasks become longer and more complex, testing time increases. Further, the number of tasks that can be fitted into this time decreases. There is then pressure to increase test length to achieve content-representativeness, resulting in validation vs. length/cost tensions.

Secondly, we face problems with simulation and the nature of abstraction. Test tasks are always abstractions from reality, and communication in many contexts and performance conditions is not easily replicated. Glaser and Klaus (1962, p. 432, 459) give the examples of fire fighting and military communication under fire. Figure 2 below illustrates an assessment for the crews of amour platoons of five tanks, who have to coordinate their manoeuvres to defeat an enemy tank platoon operated by instructors. The simulation requires the use of radio operated models on a large diorama. Model tanks fire beams of light which can disable enemy tanks when they are hit. It is not difficult to imagine other contexts in which successful communication is critical, but where replicating the performance conditions in a test would violate health and safety requirements.
Thirdly, we must consider the extent to which it is necessary to include “rare events” in the selection of tasks. These are situations that are highly unlikely, but should they occur, communication failure would be extremely serious. Such tasks may be critical for certification in language for specific purpose situations like the assessment of pilots, whose language needs would be very different in the unlikely event of multiple-engine failure, or mid-air collision.

When considering these problems the primary consideration should be that design decisions should not be driven by cost alone, but by risk estimates associated with false positive results in high-stakes assessment.

5.4 Test Specifications

The new CRT technology that linked together all the elements discussed above into the test design process was the test specification. Test specifications are the test design blueprint that describes test purpose, the domain of inference, and what each item or task is designed to measure; as generative, iterative, and consensus-based documents, they provide all the details necessary for the generation of task pools and test forms (Davidson, 2012, p. 198). Popham (1978) provided the first test specification templates that are still in use today (see examples in Brown and Hudson, 2002, pp. 88 – 95). They have also been used in language testing to achieve “reverse washback” – or the effect of teaching context on the design of classroom tests (Davidson and Lynch, 1994). In assessment for learning the test specification becomes the focus of articulating learning objectives and how they can be formatively assessed. The consensual nature of the process is stressed because it empowers teachers through collaboration and professional development.

The test specification mediates between the domain of interest and test content, which is necessarily an abstraction of the real world domain. It is the explicit statement of what is important
about the domain that can be replicated in the test. As such, it provides validation evidence by
design, through the notion of item/task-criterion congruence (Popham and Husek, 1969) on the one
hand, and Item/task-specification congruence (or “fit-to-spec”), on the other (Davidson and Lunch,

The success of specifications in CRT has led to their use in all testing enterprises today, thus
providing NRTs with some of the trappings of CRT interpretation.

6. Test Properties

6.1 Cut Scores and Standard Setting

While the use of cut-scores was not originally part of the CRT enterprise, it does not seem
unreasonable that cut-scores are used in some contexts to implement mastery decisions. Cizek and
Bunch (2007, p. 14) place the need for cut scores in the need of society to make proficiency
decisions and, “…when we speak of ‘setting performance standards’ we are...referring to
the...concrete activity of deriving cut points along a score scale.” If a test has been designed along
CRT principles, establishing cut-scores that represent gradations of achieving criterion performance
can be useful.

Many standard-setting methods have been developed. The most commonly used in instructional
settings are completely arbitrary, including using the median score of the group, or deciding which
proportion of correct items short of 100% represents mastery. Many institutions select 60% (or a
grade C) as a default, without any explicit rationale other than precedent. A range of more explicit
methods have been developed, most of which require the judgment of experts upon the likely
success of minimally competent students on the items or tasks on the test (for descriptions see Berk,
1986; Cizek and Bunch, 2007; Fulcher, 2010; Brown, 2013). One method that does not rely on expert
judgment is the criterion-groups validation model (Berk, 1976). This requires the administration of a
test to a group of known masters and non-masters, perhaps on the basis of instruction. The cut
score may then be established at a point separates the two groups most efficiently (see figure 3), or
shifted to minimize either false positives or false negatives depending on the nature of the decisions
being made (see Fulcher, 2010, p. 240). Figure 3 makes it clear that this approach, like all standard
setting methods, makes NR assumptions about test-taker distributions.
Figure 3 also illustrates Cizek an Bunch’s (2007, p. 18) statement that “Standard setting does not seek to find some pre-existing or “true” cutting score that separates real, unique categories on a continuous underlying trait...” Rather, standard-setting activities are compared with following legal processes:

“According to the relevant legal theory, important decisions about a person’s life, liberty, or property must involve due process - that is, a process that is clearly articulated in advance, is applied uniformly, and includes an avenue for appeal” (Cizek an Bunch, 2007, p. 15).

It is following the procedures as laid down by the standard-setting procedure selected that provides faith in the cut scores, rather than any notion of “truth”. This admission of arbitrariness is unique in educational measurement (Ebel, 1971, p. 287). As Glass (2011, p. 254) puts it

“To my knowledge, every attempt to derive a criterion score is either blatantly arbitrary or derives from a set of arbitrary premises. But arbitrariness is no bogeyman, and one ought not to shrink from a necessary task because it involves arbitrary decisions. However, arbitrary decisions often entail substantial risks of disruption and dislocation.”

However, it must be remembered that current standard-setting approaches do make NRT assumptions, and for the most part use fallible judges to arrive at cut-scores. There is little development of CR tests based on analyses of successful performance in specific domains. If applied to CR tests, this arbitrariness would be substantially removed.
6.2 Reliability and Dependability

Many educational measurement specialists who believe that it is possible to produce sets of items that exhaust a domain, also argue that there must be variability within the domain, so that a particular proportion of sample items answered correctly represents mastery as defined by the cut score. Thus, the argument goes that internal consistency is still relevant to CR tests (Kane, 1986). However, it is more commonly accepted that there is a genuine difference in the meaning of reliability across the two paradigms.

“...the reliability of a criterion-based score can be thought of as the accuracy of measurement, while the reliability of a norm-referenced measure can be thought of as the consistency of a score” (Glaser and Klaus, 1962, p. 446; italics in the original).

This “accuracy” is essentially the dependability of the decision that a performance is at mastery level (Davidson, 2012, p. 198). The most significant threat to dependability is rater/judge variability or bias, but also includes facets of the test method. Approaches to assessing dependability include agreement of mastery classifications, agreement of decisions at cut scores, and the dependability of domain scores (Berk, 1980; Kunnan, 1992). Dependability of mastery classifications are the most useful, and Brown (2013, p. 4) recommends the use of phi-lambda (φλ) for language testers as a (threshold loss) index, because it “provides an estimate of the degree of score consistency for decisions made with a particular cut score, while taking into account the distances of the scores from the cut score.” This dependability index with an CR confidence interval is easily calculated by hand (Brown & Hudson 2002 pp. 195 – 198; Fulcher, 2010, pp. 84 – 86). Two other useful approaches include looking at consistency of classification across alternative forms of an assessment to investigate loss of dependability because of test method facets, and across repeated administrations to estimate test-retest dependability. However, it is rare that institutions which claim to have developed a CR test provide CR dependability statistics. This is because the CRT interpretation is usually at best a veneer.

7. Conclusion

What now passes for criterion-referenced assessment in language testing is but a pale reflection of the promise offered by criterion-referencing theory. Establishing cut-scores with reference to descriptive models like the CEFR is illusory, and has been described by Stansfield as “validation lite”i. The current fad for linking and mapping is based upon the corruption of “criterion”. Rather, we agree with Cartier (1968, p. 32) who argued that “Criterion tests insist on actual behaviour...”, which returns us to the original motivation of Glaser: to invest scores with more meaning about achievement and likely behaviour in a specified domain beyond the test. The majority of language tests that claim to be criterion-referenced are no different from those that Popham criticized in 1978:

“Every one of these misnamed measures was considered criterion-referenced by its developers merely because the developers had gone to some trouble in identifying a test cutoff score below which an examinee’s performance would be considered inadequate. None of the tests provided a more incisive description of examinee performance than one would find in a norm-referenced test” (Popham, 1978, p. 92).

Even if the external descriptive scheme is detailed, it still does not make a test criterion-referenced: “Merely hooking up a test to an imprecisely stated objective, even a behavioural one, fails to delimit satisfactorily the behaviors being assessed by the test” (ibid., p. 93). This is particularly the case with external a-priori scales, because they are not criterion definitions but circular constructions: you are
a level 2 learner because you can do level 2 tasks, and level 2 tasks are so defined because they can be successfully performed by level 2 learners (Brown and Hudson, 2002, p. 26). This is not the same thing as describing a CRT domain.

The future of CRT in language testing lies with those who are attempting to carefully define the domains to which inferences are to be made from test scores. With reference to task analysis and the identification of critical performance elements for inclusion in scoring instruments, data-driven approaches continue to make headway (Fulcher, et al., 2011). This work is also being applied beyond the speaking context by other researchers (e.g. Knoch, 2009; Kim, 2010). Significant work is also being undertaken with respect to the definition of performance in academic contexts, which informs versioning strategies for the development of tests of academic English (e.g., Rosenfeld et al., 2001; Biber, 2006). Further applied linguistic description of domain specific communication is urgently called for.

The success of these efforts will be determined by whether they are more successful than retrofitted NR tests in generating scores from which sounder inferences can be made, leading to more dependable domain specific decisions. Validation efforts of new CR tests will centre on their ability to better predict future performance. It is also possible to conduct experimental research using CR tests, using group difference studies with groups who are known to differ on the criterion on test-external grounds; intervention studies are also possible, as CR tests should be more sensitive to instruction than their NR counterparts (Glaser and Klaus, 1962, p. 448). It is this sensitivity that should make CR tests diagnostically useful (Hambleton, 1994, p. 25).

Finally, we must recognize that CR tests have grown out of a descriptive tradition that is closely associated with making decisions about readiness to practice in the workplace (Fulcher, 2012). It is therefore likely that CR tests will remain high stakes decision making tools. CRT theory reminds us that despite the statistical machinery of measurement theory which helps us produce sound assessments, language testing remains a social science. At its core remains language use in social contexts, and our ability to predict successful communication for the benefit and safety of all stakeholders.
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